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Brad's New Job 

Written by Brad | Date: October 18, 2009 4:15 pm 

How I make $5,000 + a month working 12 hours a 
week! 

 

Hi, my name is Brad and I started this blog because I want everyone to know how I went from being a struggling 
waiter to paying off all my debt in a few months simply by spending a couple minutes filling out a few forms online! 

The Quick Facts: 

In 30 days I was able to start an easy online business which makes me over $5,000 a month with about 12 hours 
of work per week.  All I did was use these business kits: 

Step 1: Biz Kit  

Step 2: Home Business Kit  

The rest was easy.  the cash kit helped me start my 8-12 hour a week business that's making me over $5000 a 
month in my spare time.  Oh yeah, I forgot to mention that I've got a two year old daughter that requires a lot of my 
attention. If I had more time to devote to this, I'd probably be making so much more. 

The Full Story 

Note: I hate all those "get rich quick" schemes you see on TV where they tell you that you're going to make 
thousands on real estate investing or some other crap.  Don't fall for that crap, it costs hundreds to get started and 
is usually a scam.  The stuff I did here is all free to get started and took me a long time to research. 

A few years ago, I ended up running up a significant amount of credit card debt and didn't really have a good job to 
pay this off.  On top of that, I had my home and car loans to worry about.   I didn't have the best job in the world, 
so I needed to find a way to get some money. 

I started to do some research, and asked my sister for advice since she has been running her own online business 
since 2004 and doing great.  I'm really glad I did.  She recommended I use these Biz Kits to help me get started 
and , and she also recommended I get a program called Home Business Kit which she used to start her business 
as well.  So I took her advice, and here is exactly what I did: 

Step 1: 

Biz Kit - This was the first, step in the process.  I had to pay some $1.99 shipping fee, but seriously, for the 
amount I got back from this, it seems like a joke to me now.  After getting this program, I was immediately able to 
apply for thousands of grants that most people don't know about.  It was really little hassle and I was amazed that 
more people didn't know about it.  With just 1 application I was able to get a check for $12,000 which I will never 
have to pay back.  It helped me: 

 Pay off my credit card debt  
 Pay for some of my home loans  
 Pay for a new laptop  
 Help my new online business get started  

Here's a picture of the check I got: 

 

It was really a no brainer.  Again, here's the link for the Biz Kit. 

Step 2: 

  
 
My name is Brad and this is my blog. I 
was struggling with credit card debt, bills 
and other financial obligations to take 
care of. This is my story of how I was 
able to get a $12,000 check from the 
government in 30 days and start making 
over $5,000 per month online.  
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My sister did this years ago, and now she's making crazy money, and taking vacations all over the place with her 
husband.  I'm not to that point yet, but then again, I only work on it for 8-12 hours a week.  It still pulls in over 
$5,000 a month for me, which is WAY more than I need for my household expenses, and after my kids are old 
enough to go to school, it's going to be easy to turn it into a 5 figure a month job.  I really like it because: 

 It fits in my schedule (12 hours a week is nothing)  
 It makes me good money  
 It was SO EASY to get started, I was really surprised  
 All of my friends are now jealous  

Here is a picture of one of my checks from earlier this year:
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